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Mt.13.10-17  -  #179 

The Gospel & Good Soil 
 

Any B_________ who preaches/testifies to the Gospel is a sower of Christ’s word on His Lord’s behalf.  
 

The parable applies to any T________ presentation of the Gospel. 
 

O_________ God creates seeds that reproduce themselves. 

The work of Christ’s witnesses is not to manufacture a M____________ to but to sow God’s revelation. 

The power of new spiritual life is in T____ W________, just as the power of plant life is in the seed.  

The only variables are in what H_____________ to those seeds when they are sown. 

 The Bible is the W_________ word, but  

 Jesus Christ is the L__________ word who gives it life.  

The parable of the sower revolves around proclaiming the S____________ Gospel. 

Jesus mentions four different soils representing four kinds of H________ that hear the Gospel. 

There is no such thing as a naturally U_________________ heart.  

The differences in the soils, & in the hearts are not in their composition but their C___________. 
 

I. THE U_______________ HEARER  V.19  C_______________ 

The hard-packed soil represents hardheartedness not due to any deficiency in the message.  

 

II. THE S__________________ HEARER  vv.20–21  EXCITEMENT 

Shallow acceptance of the Gospel is encouraged by shallow E____________ - that hides the C______. 
 

They may become insulated from true salvation by a F________ P______________ of faith. 
 

This person experiences all the change on the S_________, rather than in the D________ of his heart.  
 

When this person hears the Gospel, it brings a R_________ experience, but it does not bring salvation. 
 

Spiritual fruit is the only R_________ E___________ O__ T________ conversion. 
 

When the C_______ of discipleship becomes too high, this person falls away & becomes lost to the 

visible Church just as he was always lost to the spiritual. 
 

This person becomes A_______________ of the Gospel - there is no R________ to his spiritual life. 
 

The same persecution that makes the false believer wither will make the true believer S__________. 
 

III. THE W___________ HEARER  V.22  P___________ COMMITMENT 

In true conversion, Christ’s cleansing is C______________ & thorough.  
 

Subsequent sin requires subsequent C____________ 

The Lord’s desire is to keep His people free from all sin at all times. 
 

A weedy heart is unconcerned about S_____ in his life & does not hate E_____ & love R____________. 

 

IV. THE R_____________ HEARER  V.23  U__________________ 

This soil has been rightly P____________ - by the Spirit & receptive to G_____ (cf. Jn.16.8-11). 

 

The only barrier to salvation is U_____________ 



Anyone who is willing to A_________ Jesus Christ on His T________ is good soil - He hears the word 

of the Gospel because God honors his H____________. 

There will always be people prepared to receive the word with sincere, S________________ hearts. 

 

The ultimate mark of the genuine believer, the good soil, is F_________ B_____________.  
 

Spiritual fruit is the inevitable product of S___________ L______. 
 

 The spiritual fruit of A____________ is described by Paul in Galatians (5.22–23).  

 The genuine believer also bears fruit of B____________, which Paul refers to (Ph.1.11).  

 Fruit is the S____________ R_________ that God P___________ in the lives of His children.  

 

Not only does Jesus assure us that true believers bear fruit but that they bear it in great A___________.  

Jesus uses these figures to represent the great P________________ He gives to His Word.  
 

True believers produce F________. 
 

CONCLUSION: 

Jesus gives an appeal to think about the kind of soil that represents your heart:  
 

❖ If it is hardpacked and beaten down by neglect of God,  

❖ If it is shallow & superficial, 

❖ If it is infested with the weedy cares & concerns of the world,  

 

 He asks you to allow the Spirit to cleanse you & receive Him with  

➢ no R________________ or competing loyalties. 

 

 


